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Filled pillow for comfort. Perfectly adapting 
and conforming to your head, neck and 
shoulders, offering the ideal support for all 
sleep positions.

TEMPUR Renew® Material made from a 
blend of repurposed TEMPUR® Material and 
other high grade comfort materials, offers 
exceptional comfort and support for all-night 
pressure relief. 

Made with all-new TEMPUR® Advanced 
Material that relieves 20% more pressure* 
and adapts even better to your head, neck and 
shoulders for a true, restful sleep.

Made with TEMPUR PureClean™ Material 
which adapts to the curvature of your head, 

neck and shoulders for better pressure relief. 
Plus the TEMPUR PureClean™ Material allows 
you to machine wash and tumble dry the 
entire pillow for ultimate cleanliness.

Experience the unique comfort and support of 
TEMPUR® Material. Billions of ultra-sensitive 
cells respond to your shape, weight and 
warmth throughout the night. For A true, 
restful sleep.

A cosy soft feel with body conforming 
support. A medium feel for the perfect 
balance of comfort and support.

Comfort sleeping on all sides, no matter 
how you sleep, on your front, your back or 
your side, the TEMPUR® Material inside our 

TEMPUR® Classic Pillow range adapts precisely 
to your shape for ultimate comfort and 
support.

Our comfortable traditional design classically 
shaped pillows provide a huggable feel in a 
traditional rectangular shape.

With Prima Pillow Covers it’s easy to keep 
clean and fresh with a cover that’s machine 
washable.

Sleep on extraordinary plushness with 
Comfort Pillow Covers. And it’s easy to keep 
it fresh and clean. 

Experience innovative TEMPUR SmartCool™ 
Technology woven into the cover that’s cool-

to-the-touch and absorbs excess heat to keep 
you feeling cool and fresh.

For the first time with our Pillow-in-Pillow 
design, our TEMPUR® Material combines 
with down, which is the fluffy-soft staple of 
luxury pillows. As well as being extra soft, 
the premium down in this pillow is Downpass 
certified so you can be assured that it is 
ethically gathered from a strictly regulated and 
fully traceable source. And, our Downafresh 
certification guarantees that the product is 
free from bacteria and other residues.

Your pillow is vital step in getting great sleep, 
so it’s important to keep clean and fresh. 
Our washable pillow covers can be easily 
unzipped and removed for machine washing.

With TEMPUR® PureClean Pillow you can 
machine wash the entire pillow up to 
60°C and tumble dry to ensure the highest 
standards of hygiene.

At TEMPUR® we believe quality should last. 
Our pillows come with a 3-year guarantee, 
maintaining its shape over time.

THE FUTURE OF SLEEP IS HERE
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* Based on internal tests comparing TEMPUR Original with TEMPUR Advanced Material, conducted by Dan-Foam ApS between February-July 2021.
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Iconic ergonomic pillow shaped  
to your natural curvature

Unique notched shape relieves pressure 
on your head, neck and shoulders

Specially designed to elevate your 
shoulders to relieve pressure

Gently sloping, dual sided pillow  
for consistent, all-night pressure relief 

and support

Its curved design hugs your neck and 
shoulders if you shift from side to side
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Molded pillow for support. Our Ergonomic 
Pillows are ideal for those who require optimal 
support in their preferred sleeping position.

Born from NASA technology, the unique 
TEMPUR® Material is highly sensitive and 
instantly respond to your shape, weight and 
warmth. It conforms and adapts, relieving 
pressure and absorbing motion to provide the 
unrivalled comfort and support.

With a soft, tailored pillow cover and bright 
trim, your TEMPUR® Pillow looks as good as it 
feels.

Every pillow has an easy zip-off washable 

cover which is machine washable up to 60°C. 
At TEMPUR® we believe quality should last.

Our pillows come with a 3-year guarantee, 
maintaining its shape over time.

TEMPUR® Original™
Shaped to your natural curvature. Made with 
TEMPUR® Material for pressure relieving 
comfort and support for your head, neck 
and shoulders. The unique shape has been 
carefully designed to support back or side 
sleepers. This firm feel pillow is designed for 
optimal neck and spine support when sleeping 
on your back.

TEMPUR® Millennium™
Its specialised design and unique notched is 
shaped to your natural curvature, intended to 
provide more support and to relieves pressure 
on your head, neck and shoulders. The unique 
shape of has been carefully designed to 
support back or side sleepers. This firm feel 
pillow is designed for optimal neck and spine 
support when sleeping on your back.

TEMPUR® Ombracio™
This supportive, huggable pillow for stomach 
sleepers is specially designed to elevate 
your shoulders to relieve pressure, giving 
great comfort, support and breathability. The 
unique star shape allows them to hug their 

pillow in comfort by lifting the upper body 
into a straighter position alleviating strain on 
the neck and back whilst sleeping on their 
stomach. This medium feel pillow is designed 
to elevate and support your shoulders to 
relieve pressure while you sleep on your 
stomach.

TEMPUR® Symphony™
Our gently sloping, dual sided pillow is suitable 
for back and side sleepers. Its simplistic 
design and softer feel makes this a popular 
ergonomic pillow for consistent, all-night 
pressure relief and support. The unique shape 
has been carefully designed to support back 
or side sleepers. This medium feel pillow is 

designed with gently sloping contours and a 
thick profile for consistent, all night support.

TEMPUR® Sonata™
Offers support if you shift from side to side. Its 
curved design hugs your neck and shoulders, 
and a softer feel gives gentle pressure relief. 
The unique shape has been carefully designed 
to support back or side sleepers. This 
medium feel pillow is designed with a gentle 
curve and thick profile.

THE FUTURE OF SLEEP IS HERE
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